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BID BULLETIN No. 1

Supply and Delivery of Conservation, Preservation and Exhibition Materials for the
National Library of the Philippines

REFERENCE NO. : 7147975
SOLICITATION NO. : nlp20-20
TO : CONCERNED BIDDER/S
DATE : Aug 18, 2020
ABC : Php931,500.00

This Bid Bulletin is hereby issued to clarify, modify or amend items in Bid Documents. This
shall form an integral part of the Bid Documents. Amendment is as follows:

Technical Specifications Revised Technical Specifications

#1 Glue brush
Rounded with smooth bristles

#1 Glue brush
Rounded with smooth bristles (small size)

#36 Conservation work station
This compact piece of equipment
combines the elements of a temperature
controlled conservation spatula system
with a hot air tool with adjustable fan
speed and temperature control. Three tips
are included for the hot air wand. The
tacking iron/spatula comes with one
standard tip and will accommodate five
additional tips. Five additional tips may be
purchased separately. 220/240 volt
available.

#36 Conservation work station
This compact piece of equipment combines
the elements of a temperature controlled
conservation spatula system with a hot air
tool with adjustable fan speed and
temperature control. Three tips are included
for the hot air wand. The tacking
iron/spatula comes with one standard tip
and will accommodate and included five
additional tips.

#37 Thermo impulse bag sealer
16 in. Sealer, 220V with 4 sets of Heat
Elements Kit. Seals polyethylene,
polypropylene, Tyvek and thin gauge
polyester.

#37 Thermo impulse bag sealer
16 in. Sealer, 220V with 4 sets of Heat
Elements Kit. Seals polyethylene,
polypropylene, Tyvek and thin gauge
polyester. 110 volts if supplier will provide
voltage regulator

#40 Signage frame
The frames measure 22”W x 28”H with
overall height of 65” Signage frames are

#40 Signage frame
The frames measure 22”W x 28”H with
overall height of 65” Signage frames are
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constructed of durable steel with sturdy,
no-tip base in black, light gray or beige
enamel finish

constructed of durable steel with sturdy, no-
tip base in black, blue or red enamel finish

#

Please be guided accordingly.

Sgd. Susan Fetalco
BAC Chairperson
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